A short DNA sequence from lambda phage inhibits protein synthesis in Escherichia coli rap.
The Escherichia coli rap mutant inhibits vegetative growth of bacteriophage lambda. Phage mutations termed bar, which overcome the rap defect, have been mapped to three genetic loci in the pL operon. Plasmids with a lambda wild-type bar DNA segment cloned downstream from an active promoter cannot be maintained in rap mutant bacteria. The viability of a rap mutant strain decreases rapidly after induction of transcription through bar regions present on plasmids. Under these (restrictive) conditions the expression of plasmid-encoded beta-lactamase and plasmid DNA replication are arrested, but plasmid RNA synthesis continues for several hours. Analysis of protein extracts from E. coli rap cells containing bar plasmids revealed that both plasmid and bacterial protein synthesis are inhibited under restrictive conditions. In addition, unlike other RNAs tested, the chemical half-life of bar RNA increases 3.5-fold relative to the half-life of bar RNA under permissive conditions. We propose that transcription through the bar region, or the accumulation of bar RNA, results in an irreversible defect in cellular mRNA translation. This defect eventually kills the rap cells, and thus prevents bar plasmid maintenance.